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SNAP Highlights detail seasonally appropriate tools and
data sets from the team at the Scenarios Network for
Alaska + Arctic Planning. As temperatures warm and
summer peaks, these precipitation and fire-related tools
can help you understand the science behind the season.

Two SNAP tools for the
Alaska wildfire season

Historical fire scar outlines for
all fires since 1940, or for only
recent large fire years.

SNAP Wildfire in Alaska Tool
The Scenarios Network for Alaska & Arctic Planning (SNAP)
has developed two powerful visualization tools key
for the summer fire season: the Wildfire in Alaska
Tool, and the Wildfire Daily Tally Count Tool. With
the Wildfire in Alaska Tool researchers and the
interested public gain access to near-real time
fire activity alongside scientific data that provides
ecological and historical context.
Historical information on fire extent and lighting
distribution is shown together with current
lighting, hotspot and fire activity. Projected change
in flammability allows for comparison of past,
present, and future of fire risk across Alaska.

Layers include both
historically relevant data,
and real-time updates.

Sliders allow for
easy comparison of
complex layers.

The SNAP Fire Map displays geographically relevant
fire information for the entire state of Alaska from
sources including ALFRESCO model outputs, the Alaska
Interagency Coordination Center, and the Commission for
Environmental Cooperation. Layers include recent lightning
activity, historical fire boundaries, active hot spots, and highresolution land cover classification.
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SNAP Wildfire Daily Tally Count Tool
SNAP’s Wildfire Daily Tally Count Tool puts the yearly fire
activity in Alaska into the context of recent history. With daily
fire records from past extreme fire years, users can compare
historical fire years such as 2004 and 2015 with the current
year in real time.

Find all of the SNAP tools at snap.uaf.edu/tools.
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Tools for the past and future of precipitation
For parts of Alaska this season is dictated more by rain than fire. Recent low rainfall in
Southeast Alaska has caused disruption in everything from fisheries to power delivery.
Together with glacial melt, rainfall determines streamflow while in the interior rainfall
is a major factor in wildfire spread. SNAP maintains two interesting visualisation tools
to help users understand the past and future of precipitation in Alaska.
Community Charts Tool

Daily Precipitation Tool

The Community Charts Tool shows
historical precipitation observations
alongside the best available future
precipitation estimates. Data is
available for several decades, allowing
users to investigate the expected
absolute changes in precipitation
patterns for their community.

Use the Daily Precipitation Tool to see
past rain and snow patterns for dozens
of communities across the state of
Alaska. A linear bubble graph shows
precipitation events in chronological
order by year while a line graph can also
display the average patterns of rainfall,
highlighting variability.

Precipitation History for
Anchorage, Alaska

Precipitation (in)

Projected Average Monthly Precipitation for Ketchikan, Alaska

Data Highlights
Derived length of growing season projections
This dataset contains three projected variables; date of freeze, date of thaw,
and length of growing season; for each decade from 2010 through 2100.
With a resolution of 2km square, the data covers Alaska, Yukon Territory and
the four western Canadian provinces.
https://bit.ly/3bxFpMp
ALFRESCO Model Outputs
Part of the Integrated Ecosystem Model project, ALFRESCO model produces
projections of fire and vegetation change at the scale of entire landscapes.
Variables of vegetation type and age together with historical burn statistics
reveal much about how changes in climate impact vegetation and wildfire
severity. This model is powerful on its own across its geographic extent while
also being an integral part of several other projects at the International Arctic
Research Center.
https://bit.ly/3dQimOs
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